
FREE | Online: www.nowplaythis.net

Now Play This a new four-day 

virtual programme packed with interactive games, workshops, and 

conversations

London Games Festival explores the climate 

crisis through games and play to creatively interrogate the 

ecological issues faced worldwide today

Highlights include:

• live launch event and discussion 

Hosni Auji’s Airplane Mode

simulating the delights and annoyances of 

the airline travel experience without the carbon footprint

• Repurpose micro-adventure that sends instructions to participants’ 

phones encouraging people to get outside and 

explore the natural surroundings beyond their home

• Live role-play simulation of UN climate change negotiations World Climate 

Simulation see the impact of their environmental decisions with 

live analysis from a digital modelling tool
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• Villains and Heroes uncover the 

identity of key players in climate change denial and disinformation 

campaigns based on the real-life costume party hosted by multi-billionaire 

Robert Mercer

• Among Ripples experiment 

with building and maintaining their own lake ecosystem

• The Garden of 

Earthly Delights to transform into different 

species from the animal kingdom

• Venice 2089 explore a future of Venice

FULL SCHEDULE:

Thursday 25 March 2021 | What Do You Need to Have Fun?

Now Play This opens with a spotlight on projects that help us think about the 

infrastructures behind the way we play.

Flying to the Festival

Live Play Event | 15.00 | Register for free online  

Hosni Auji’s Airplane Mode

simulates the airline travel experience

Repurpose

Activity | Play Anytime  

Amy Strike Tom Williams

meditative journey that begins within your home and leads you into the 

outside world

Greener Games: One Studio’s Approach to Sustainability

Talk | 18.30  

Space Ape
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Folk Game TikToks with Danny Hawk

Talk | 20.00  

Danny Hawk 

emergence and explosion in popularity of folk games on the video sharing 

platform TikTok over 

Communal Festival Space designed by Tiz Creel + Festival Party

Activity | Available to access across the weekend

Tiz Creel a 2D-social 

space communal games, live events and a 

festival party inspired by the festival line-up and 

architecture of Somerset House

Friday 26 March 2021 | You Fix the Climate!

Day two of the festival highlights the more than 30-year-long tradition of 

games that present the climate crisis as a problem for players to solve, inviting 

audiences to experience how it feels to be responsible for the fate of the 

planet.

Climate Change Games and Research – An Open Exchange

Workshop | 13.00 | Register for free online

Jana Wendler brings 

together climate researchers and game designers for a frank exchange about 

the hopes, fears and realities of communicating scientific knowledge through 

games 

World Climate Simulation

Live Play Event | 15.00 | Register for free online

Climate Interactive World Climate 

Simulation live role-play simulation of UN climate change negotiations

with live analysis 

Among Ripples: Shallow Waters

Live Event | 17.00

Eat Create Sleep Among Ripples: Shallow

Waters new eco-tycoon simulation team of 

scientists to build, repair and maintain the delicate ecosystem of lakes and 

rivers
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Cards Against the Climate Crisis

Live Play Event | 18.30

Ecologic Carbon City Zero

balancing extracting minerals from the landscape whilst 

offsetting damages, to developing a sustainable city

Balance of the Planet

Activity | Play Anytime

Chris Crawford

environmental crisis simulator

Saturday 27 March 2021 | Beyond Repair

Challenging the notion that the climate crisis can be solved or fixed by 

players, Day 3 sees Now Play This go “Beyond Repair”. The festival will 

present critical work that directly addresses the powers 

behind environmental destruction and imagines futures in which the damage 

has become irreparable.

Alternative Ecologies Jam

Community Game Jam | Anytime

Emilie Reed

contributing their own writing, micro-

games, or calls to action about gaming's relation to economic and ecological 

issues

The Last Survey

Activity | Play Anytime

Nicholas O’Brien The Last Survey

take on the role of a geologist advising a Brazilian mining company 

Villains and Heroes

Activity | Play Anytime

Marloes de Valk interactive narrative 

game based on a real event: the costume party hosted by multi-billionaire 

Robert Mercer shortly after the election of Trump
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Games about Bad Actors

Conversation | 15.00

Nicholas O’Brien Marloes de Valk

Venice 2089

Activity | Play Anytime

Safe Place Studios Venice 2089

to explore the city through the eyes of Nova, which once a significant 

tourism destination but now almost uninhabited

Even in Arcadia

Activity | Play Anytime

Phoebe Shalloway

Imagining Post-Climate Crisis Worlds

Conversation | 17.00

Sunday 28 March 2021 | Ways of Relating

Day 4 sees Now Play This present works that give space for reflection and 

imagine other ways of relating to the natural world.

Summit for Intergalactic Knowledge

Live Play Event | 16.00

Alen Ksoll, Margherita Huntley and Natalia 

Skoczylas inhabit various new 

characters to start addressing the challenges of the anthropocentric climate 

crisis

Garden of Earthly Delights

Live Play and Conversation | 17.00

SCRNPNT Garden 

of Earthly Delights allows users to transform into different 

species from the animal kingdom of Age of Empires II
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Honour Water

Game and Interview | Play Anytime

Honour Water

exclusive interview with the creative team behind the game

Floating Point Leviathan

Game | Play Anytime

Yan Knoop Floating Point Leviathan new game 

which provides players with a single implied goal to hunt a whale, however 

once the creature is hurt, the world too fractures around it

Address:  

Website:  

Somerset House Facebook: 

Somerset House Twitter: 

Somerset House Instagram: 
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ABOUT GAMES LONDON 

ABOUT SOMERSET HOUSE  


